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as a factor. This is indicated from the fact that the illusion is
noticeable with light flashes of one-eighth to one-half of a second.
He also found some peculiarities which differentiate it from the Zoll-
ner illusion. For example, no definite suggestion of perspective is
present, and, again, while the illusion is modified by steady fixation
accompanied by peripheral attention, it is never abolished, as in the
Zollner illusion. Fraser is of the opinion that two ' visual integrative
processes,' are factors in the illusion, one a confluent union, ' corre-
sponding to a line joining the centers of areas of the units,' which
becomes more evident the nearer the units of direction are to one
another in serial position, and another, a process which represents
collectively ' the trends or tendencies of the units' and is more notice-
able the more clearly the units of direction are impressed upon the
median or peripheral, rather than the central, portions of the retina.
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PLATO ON T H E WILL.

Plato's Psychology in its Bearing on the Development of Will.
MARY H A Y WOOD. Mind, 1908, XVII., 48-73, 193-213.
As it appears to the reviewer, this essay does not contain anything

like a pure psychological discussion. Plato himself never attempted
to write anything like psychology in the modern sense of the word.
It seems, therefore, to have been the task of the writer to indicate the
phases of psychology as found in his writings, and it is quite natural
that she should not be able to expound it in modern psychological
terms. In spite of the fact that it deals with psychical activity, it is
rather metaphysical than psychological in its nature.

Psychical activity is discussed in four divisions : appetite, emotion,
thought and reason, and will. This order proceeds from the lowest
and the least developed faculty of mind, as Plato regards it, to the
highest and the most developed one. While recognizing the great
difficulty in a proper translation of the terms used in the discussions,
the reviewer is inclined to think it somewhat improper to employ so
many original terms with no attempt at translation, however inadequate.

The writer recognizes in the first place the treatment of Will by
Plato, although he did not use that term. The relation of Plato's
problem to that of Socrates, which is briefly mentioned, is followed
by a discussion of Plato's conception of the essential characteristic of
soul, as self-directing movement, the notion of movements as two-
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fold, implying form and matter, the doctrine of changing in change-
less, the self-movement as a divine creation, and its impulse as eternal.
The writer regards as ill-founded the accusation that Plato divided the
mind into faculties.

Desire, self-directing principle in man, is the general term for all
manifestations or forms of movement; and the conception of pleasure
is the unchecked, the limitless activity of soul. Appetite is regarded
by Plato as the lowest, least true and least complete activity of soul,
while emotion is the higher assimilative aesthetic activity, which works
through imitation, and has receptivity and power of movement.

In discussing the growth and development of emotional elements,
the writer points out Plato's emphasis upon the love of beauty. Plato
says: "Mind can come to a knowledge of its own nature through
sight and love of beauty, and love of beauty is the beginning of ' the
heavenward pilgrimage.'" The development of reason is the develop-
ment of the power of passing from many particulars of sense to the
' one universal reason.' This power of universal reason is fully de-
veloped in very few minds; all others are in a transitional state with
a greater or less ascendency of the emotional elements in mental activ-
ity. But there is no fast line between the emotional and reasoning
activity.

Plato holds that the clue to reason is found in the power of abstrac-
tion, which is analogous to that of the artist, and is manifested in its
most elementary form in number. Reason is the full and final
development of the soul's activity, while truth is seen to be the unify-
ing principle which gives form to what was otherwise formless,
simplicity to what was complex, and wholeness to what was discrete.
The ' idea of the good' is just this harmony and simplicity. One can
grasp no reality without the power of universal reason or principle,
and this reason or thought is concerned with the whole soul.

Turning to the final topic of the will, the writer shows the essen-
tial conception of Plato. Plato regarded the will as found in the
wholeness of mental activity, and reason alone is that power of dis-
crimination which can duly analyze the whole into the parts, and
again give to each part its place in the whole. The condition of
self-mastery is the result of a growth of mind, and self-mastery is self-
knowledge. Desire and emotion must be subordinate to reason, and
in this way the mastery of self by self, ' training and being trained' by
oneself, is possible. Reason is above all necessary to any stable
development of will.

" T h e will of a community," Plato says, "originates in the will
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of only the few who have attained a complete development of soul."
Of the starting point of the series, the actual origin, says the writer,
Plato gives no account save in myths, where it is attributed to the
action of Divine will and reason, a will whose purpose and whose
existence are the perfection of beauty, harmony, and truth.
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THE CLARK UNIVERSITY CONFERENCE.
From July 6 to 10, at the invitation of President G. Stanley Hall,,

a notable Conference on Child Welfare was held at Clark University.
Its object was to bring together all organizations interested in the
child out of school, to correlate what had already been accomplished
and to organize in order to attain better future results. Two common
needs were made apparent in the various addresses, first, the need for
trained workers, which need the universities were urged to provide-
for by establishing such departments as the new Child Institute to be
opened at Clark this fall; and secondly, the need of popularizing the-
knowledge already possessed, so that it will be accessible to the most
ignorant parents. This, it was felt, can best be done by the estab-
lishment of a Federal Bureau at Washington.

The Conference organized itself permanently under the name of
the Conference on Child Welfare and Research, its object being to-
encourage in every way the scientific study of children and the pop-
ularizing of the results of such study. It will meet annually, and alL
persons interested in these objects are eligible to membership on pay-
ment of the dues of one dollar.

The list of officers is still incomplete: President, G. Stanley Hall,.
Clark University; Secretary, Dr. Henry S. Curtis; Executive Com-
mittee : Mrs. Frederick Nihoff, President of the Mothers' Congress,
Miss Patty Dill, Columbia University, Professor Livingston Farrand,.
Columbia University.
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